We are going to take a Boston By Foot tour and learn about Boston history.
We will walk to different places with a tour guide. A tour guide is a person who knows a lot about Boston. The tour guide will tell us stories about things that happened in Boston a long time ago. There are many different tours we can take, and many new things we can learn.
First, we will choose a tour and get our tickets online at www.bostonbyfoot.org. Our ticket tells us what time the tour starts and where to meet our tour guide.

**Boston By Little Feet**

**Saturday, April 1st 2023 @ 10am - 11am**

1 Member

**Please meet us at:**

Faneuil Hall, at the Statue of Samuel Adams.

Meet your guide in front of Faneuil Hall at the Samuel Adams statue.

Finding Your Guide: All guides carry an 8x11 sign that says “Boston By Foot Walking Tours.”

Nearest MBTA Stations: Government Center (Blue & Green Lines) or Haymarket (Orange & Green Lines)
Tours are outside. We’ll check the weather before we go, and be prepared to walk outside, rain or shine.
We will meet our tour guide at the tour meeting location. Our tour guide will be wearing a name tag and holding a Boston By Foot sign.
We will show our ticket to our tour guide. Our tour guide will give us each a sticker to wear on our clothes.
Before the tour starts, the tour guide might ask us our names and what we like about Boston history. We can answer if we want to. Tour guides like talking to people. We can ask the tour guide questions about the tour.
We can ask our tour guide if there are bathrooms, benches or places to rest on the tour route.
We can tell our guide if we prefer to use steps or a ramp. We can also tell our guide how they can make the tour more accessible for us.
There might also be other people taking the tour with us. Many people love to explore the city on Boston By Foot tours!
When it’s time to start, our tour guide will lead us on our tour. At each tour stop, our tour guide will tell us interesting things about Boston history.
During the tour, our tour guide might ask us questions about things we see. We can choose to answer their questions, or ask our own questions. We take turns talking with the other people on the tour.
Boston can be noisy. We might hear loud trucks, sirens and construction noise on the tour. If we can’t hear our tour guide, or if we need a break, we can tell our tour guide. If we need to leave the tour before it ends, we can.
Boston has many buildings we can touch. We might find some interesting art too! Our tour guide can help us know what is ok to touch and what is for looking only.
When we are moving to each tour stop, we follow instructions from our tour guide. Our tour guide will help us know when it is safe to cross the street.
At the end of the tour, we can ask our tour guide for directions back to the meeting place, the subway, or any other place we would like to go. We can also ask our tour guide about other Boston By Foot tours.
After our tour, we can tell our family and friends about what we learned on our tour. If we want to learn more about Boston history, we can come back on another Boston By Foot tour.